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Three-dimensional (3D) printing has recently expanded in popularity, and become the cutting edge of tissue
engineering research. A growing emphasis from clinicians on patient-specific care, coupled with an increasing
knowledge of cellular and biomaterial interaction, has led researchers to explore new methods that enable the
greatest possible control over the arrangement of cells and bioactive nanomaterials in defined scaffold ge-
ometries. In this light, the cutting edge technology of 3D printing also enables researchers to more effectively
compose multi-material and cell-laden scaffolds with less effort. In this review, we explore the current state of
3D printing with a focus on printing of nanomaterials and their effect on various complex tissue regeneration
applications.

Introduction

Both scientists and engineers have worked inde-
pendently to elucidate the mechanisms behind physio-

logical functions and biochemical processes in order to gain
a greater understanding of the human body on a micron, or
cellular, scale, and even at a nano level. These distinct ap-
proaches to human biology overlap harmoniously in the
field of tissue engineering. Tissue engineers take a problem-
solving oriented methodology found in engineering and
apply it to biological situations for the augmentation and
innovation of health and healing. They believe that the in-
nate mechanisms of the human body and cellular biology
can be unlocked to solve key medical challenges such as
poor healing capacity of specific tissue injury (e.g., cartilage
and nerves, among other tissues) or the lack of available
donors for organ transplants.1,2 Current treatment options
for damaged tissue with poor healing capacity or delicate
structures are nonideal, and often involve painful surgeries
and long recovery times without offering a complete res-
toration of the tissue’s function. Over the past few decades,
the field of tissue engineering has expanded rapidly, and
researchers have proposed a variety of unique approaches to
many problems. Much of the most promising work involves
harnessing the body’s adult stem cell population3–5 to repair
and regenerate tissues. In tissue engineering, the use of stem
cells relies on matching an appropriate, controllable cellular
environment and stem cell species. It is well known that
both the micro and nano environments which stem cells are

exposed to play a crucial role in stem cell fate, and control-
ling these environments may provide a key to successfully
engineer novel systems for successful tissue regeneration. In
classical scaffold-based tissue engineering, researchers seek
to create biologically inspired constructs that mimic natural
tissue structure and function. The goal is to enable healthy
and rapid restoration, regeneration, and/or maintenance of
the implanted construct, while simultaneously promoting
integration of natural tissue with the tissue engineered im-
plant.6,7 To achieve truly biomimetic constructs, complex
properties, such as extracellular matrix (ECM) feature size
and composition, appropriate chemical gradients, varied
mechanical properties, and specific morphologies for the
engineered construct to integrate well in situ should be un-
derstood and accurately recreated.8–10 Incorporating all of
these parameters in a single, implantable construct is very
difficult, and requires researchers to search for novel bio-
materials and advanced three-dimensional (3D) manufactur-
ing techniques to formulate a viable solution.

Current progress in the field of scaffold-based tissue en-
gineering provides us with several key characteristics that
should be concurrently employed for successful tissue em-
ulation and regeneration: (1) Possess sufficient mechanical
strength and material degradation rate; (2) be able to mod-
ulate a 3D cellular microenvironment; (3) encourage cellular
adhesion, proliferation, and tissue formation; and (4) enable
adequate nutrient and waste exchange.6,7,11 Regarding 3D
scaffold fabrication techniques, traditional approaches include
phase separation,12 freeze drying,13,14 porogen leaching,15,16
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and electrospinning.17,18 Each method has distinct advan-
tages and disadvantages that researchers work with to create
viable biological constructs. Many of them may offer lim-
ited control over scaffold geometry, pore size and distribu-
tion, pore interconnectivity, as well as internal channel
construction. The random, spontaneously generated, and
disconnected pores may significantly decrease nutrient
transportation, cell migration, and survival, especially in the
center of the scaffold. One of the most novel ways to
combine highly ordered scaffold microarchitecture and
biomimicry to combat these problems is through the mo-
dality of 3D printing. Three-dimensional printing can be
used to deposit cells and biomaterials in a 3D matrix for the
purposes of tissue regeneration. It offers great precision and
control of the internal architecture and outer shape of a
scaffold, and can fabricate complicated structures that clo-
sely mirror the architecture of biological tissue.19

Although the future of the field is promising, current 3D
printing technologies for tissue regeneration are still hin-
dered by the lack of advanced biomaterials that can reca-
pitulate the complexity of native structures, as well as
integrate with native tissue/organs. Cells exhibit optimal
behavior in materials with nano-sized features, as human
tissue ECM is naturally a nanocomposite.20 Biomimetic
nanomaterials, which are designed to resemble cellular mi-
croenvironment components and regulate cell behavior, are
currently having a profound impact on the field of tissue and
organ regeneration.21 Increasing a material’s biomimetic
characteristics can be done by modulating a number of
factors, including increasing surface area, addition of na-
noroughness, modifying surface chemistry, and so on. Re-
searchers are continually searching for better nanomaterials
to best control stem cell behaviors. Most nanomaterials
support stem cell growth and differentiation by replicating
the properties of natural ECM. For example, bone ECM
contains bundles of collagen and ceramics, such as nano-
crystalline hydroxyapatite (nHA).22 Research conducted
with scaffolds containing materials such as collagen I,23

nHA,24–26 and tricalcium phosphate (TCP)27 have been
shown to improve bone formation for a number of different
cell types.28 Cartilage has been shown to respond well to
nanostructured scaffolds.18,21,29 Neural scaffolds are gener-
ally augmented to increase their mechanical strength and
their electrical conductivity, primarily through carbon-
based nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes30–32 and gra-
phene.33,34 The emphasis on the use of nanomaterials has
begun to play a significant role synergistically with the recent
boom in 3D printing. Traditionally, only a small subset of
biomaterials can be used in 3D printing and a few of them
exhibit nano features. However, new research has begun
to focus on the creation of 3D printable nanomaterials
that enable researchers to harness both the biomimetic qual-
ities and enhanced physical/mechanical/electrical/chemical
properties for improved tissue and organ regeneration.

In the next few sections, we will briefly overview the
current state of 3D printing techniques and discuss their
applications for several important modalities of tissue en-
gineering, particularly musculoskeletal, neural, vascular
tissue, and organ regeneration. In addition, we will place
special emphasis on nanomaterials used in conjunction
with 3D printing for complex tissue and organ regeneration
applications.

Three-Dimensional Printing Techniques for Tissue
Engineering: The Fundamental Principles

Three-dimensional printing is an emerging technique in the
tissue engineering field. The unique control offered by de-
signed scaffolds opens up additional avenues for tissue engi-
neers to take advantage of that were until recently not realistic.
Much of this versatility comes from the basis of most 3D
printing for tissue engineering on techniques and technology
perfected by industrial 3D rapid prototyping and additive
manufacturing. In any form of 3D printing, the desired struc-
ture is precisely designed using computer aided design (CAD)
software. The 3D design is then passed to a slicing program
that parses the solid object into a stack of thin, axial cross
sections. The sections are then sent to the printer, and each
respective 2D cross section is reproduced in order, starting
from the bottom and printing up along the Z axis. Three-
dimensional printing for tissue engineering applications can
take one of two forms, with and without incorporated living
cells printed directly into the construct (several examples are
illustrated in Fig. 1 and Table 1). By 3D printing a scaffold
without cells, researchers can take advantage of 3D additive
manufacturing techniques requiring high temperatures or other
volatile environments that would be harmful to cell popula-
tions. Alternatively, one could instead print both cells and
biomaterials simultaneously. This creates a hybrid biological-
synthetic scaffold that can have suitable mechanical and cy-
tocompatibility properties while simultaneously arranging
multiple cell types in tissue-specific positions. However, mo-
dalities that attempt to do this are much more complex and
possess other limitations which will be discussed next.

Inkjet bioprinting

Inkjet bioprinting (Fig. 1) uses a modified consumer grade
inkjet printer to deposit cells and biomaterial, dubbed
‘‘bioink,’’ onto a substrate, dubbed ‘‘biopaper.’’ Advantages
of this 3D printing include high resolution, and the potential
to print different cell types together in the same construct,
but most bioinks have poor mechanical strength,35 and the
small nozzle size of inkjet bioprinters currently in produc-
tion are too small to permit cell printing without causing
damage to the cells.36 Regardless of this, it has been shown
to be the fastest and the most economical path to biofabri-
cate useful tissues or even organs for human use.

Although most inkjet bioprinting is live cell printing, some
researchers have taken the concept and developed a method to
create rigid scaffolds using an inkjet bioprinter-like process. It
combines the concept of depositing layers of hard biomaterial
beads that will be fused into a 3D construct with liquid binder
dispensed from an inkjet bioprinter-like deposition system. The
print head selectively deposits an adhesive material that binds
the loose beads together in the designed geometry. This process
works with a number of materials, is reasonably inexpensive
compared with other modalities, and avoids damaging inte-
grated nanomaterials, growth factors, or peptides.19,37

Leveraging inkjet technology is not only promising, but
also faces multiple challenges for complex tissue regenera-
tion. For instance, it is very difficult to create 3D complex
tissue structures using this modality. Most significant in this
author’s opinion is the tiny volume dispensed per printing
drop. Even older inkjet printers with high drop volume em-
ploy less than 10 pL of solution per drop, requiring a working
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concentration of at minimum 5 million cells per mL38 to
maximize the possibility that one cell is deposited per drop of
bioink. Where older inkjet printer cartridges had small vol-
ume reservoirs that could be more easily accessed and used
for tissue engineering applications, modern printer cartridges
use volumes of ink in excess of 15 mL, which in conjunction
with a very high required cell density further limits potential
application of the technology. In addition, inkjet printers are
designed to work with low viscosity materials, again limiting
the choice of biomaterials usable for creation of a lasting
cellularized construct. Despite all of the challenges men-
tioned earlier, inkjet bioprinting is very useful for depositing
cells with relative precision. In addition, if depositing layers
of cells into a mold, as in ‘‘scaffoldless’’ tissue engineering, it
can demonstrate high promise.38 In integrating 3D printing
and nanomaterials for complex tissue and organ regeneration
section, we will discuss current research progress in tissue
regeneration utilizing inkjet bioprinting.

Bioplotting

Bioplotting is another 3D printing method that has gar-
nered great interest in the world of tissue engineering and
biofabrication. Bioplotting refers to the process of extruding
either tubes or spheroids of material from a syringe, layered
on top of each other and cured through the addition of radi-
ation, a chemical reaction, or solidification occurring over
time. Bioplotting modalities often have several syringes
containing multiple cell types to enable easy integration of
multiple tissue types in the final construct. It is currently one
of the easiest and most popular methods for the creation of
co-cultured scaffolds and tissue/organ-like constructs due to
the possibility of including multiple syringes on bioprinters.39

It requires the use of relatively viscous biomaterials that can
at least briefly support themselves, and, in addition, be ex-
truded from a needle and syringe, heavily limiting the ma-
terial choice, material properties, and maximum resolution.39

Bioplotting eliminates many of the drawbacks of inkjet
bioprinting for hybrid biological-synthetic 3D printing, as it
allows for a lower cell number requirement and wider
material selection. It particularly excels in soft tissue reca-
pitulation and organ printing because of the ease of incor-
porating multiple cell types and factors into the same
construct simply by switching syringes. In addition, several
printers that can readily leverage this technology are avail-
able in the open market, from open source solutions to
proprietary commercial machines. Despite these advantages,
bioplotting requires a liquid material to serve as bioink,
limiting its efficacy in reconstructing tissues with high re-
quirements for mechanical strength. In this author’s opinion,
bioplotting is best suited for scaffolds and tissues which are
designed to evaluate co-cultured cell types, as well as for
larger constructs that do not require high-resolution details.

Fused-deposition modeling

The oldest 3D additive manufacturing technology involves
depositing a melted thermoplastic in thin layers at a level, flat
surface and again building the model layer by layer. This is
referred to as fused-deposition modeling (FDM) (Fig. 1). FDM
is inexpensive, relatively fast, and a generally well-explored
technology which can produce scaffolds that are suitable for
musculoskeletal application. However, it also struggles to
replicate geometries with sharp overhanging structures, or
long, unsupported spans within the scaffold. These limitations
come from the fabrication modality itself; a molten thermo-
plastic lacks the mechanical strength to support itself while it
is slowly cooling and hardening. The resolution of FDM-
generated constructs is limited by nozzle diameter, available
materials, and mechanical positioning of the extrusion end of
the printing nozzle. Nozzle size partially determines minimum
feature size, but variance exists between when the plastic
leaves the nozzle orifice and before it comes into contact with
the substrate. These factors compound to result in an overall

FIG. 1. Several 3D print-
ing modalities discussed in
this article with examples of
the resulting scaffolds. The
stereolithography printed
scaffold is PEG-DA, and the
FDM printed scaffold is
poly-lactic acid. 3D, three
dimensional; FDM, fused-
deposition modeling; PEG-
DA, poly(ethylene glycol)
diacrylate. Color images
available online at www
.liebertpub.com/teb
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resolution of 50–762mm in layer height (set by software) and
an accuracy of – 127mm.40 In addition, the material choices for
FDM are limited, as raw material needs to be worked into a
hard filament. There are currently few commercially available
3D printer ready filaments.40

FDM is a relatively under-explored modality in tissue
engineering, primarily because of the lack of biomaterials
developed for use with the platform. However, FDM-printed
constructs are strong and easy to store/handle/transport for
the long term, unlike hydrogel-based modalities that domi-
nate most other types of 3D printing for tissue engineering
applications. FDM printers are also increasingly inexpensive
due to a large influx of economical options from RepRep
open source projects. In addition, many hobbyists, inventors,
and scientists have worked together to not only decrease the
cost of a typical FDM printer, but also increase the build
area and print speed dramatically, without adding significant
additional cost. The open source nature of many affordable

FDM machines ensures frequent developments and im-
provements for multiple materials, and other technologies,
when more biomimetic FDM compatible filament types are
fabricated. The high mechanical strength exhibited by con-
structs printed via FDM are ideal for hard tissue regenera-
tion, and the ease and speed of printing many models, or
large-format objects also make FDM ideal for fluid flow
testing, surgical planning, and demonstration pieces.

Selective laser sintering

A higher resolution alternative to FDM is a process
known as selective laser sintering (SLS). This modality uses
a long wavelength laser or high-energy light source to fuse
beads of material together one layer at a time. Each layer of
beads is deposited; the corresponding beads to the designed
construct are heated by a laser and fuse with the solid
structure beneath it. The process is repeated to replicate a

Table 1. Several Examples of 3D Printing for Various Tissue and Organ Regeneration

Tissue
types

Printing
methods

Printing
materials Description References

Bone FDM Polymer and
ceramic

PCL/CaP was printed into a 3D scaffold and seeded
with MSC hydrogel. The scaffold can support
MSC attachment and osteogenic differentiation

52

SLS TCP Microwaves were used in a novel device to sinter
particles into a biomimetic, porous scaffold
that increased bone formation.

61

Cartilage and
osteochondral
tissue

Inkjet
Bioprinting

Collagen-fibrin
hydrogel

In conjunction with electrospun PCL, cartilage
scaffolds were fabricated that supported the
development of collagen-like structures both
in vitro and in vivo.

64

Bioplotting Alginate
hydrogel

Two layers of an osteochondral scaffold were
fabricated, and evaluated both in vitro
and in vivo. The scaffold developed distinctly
different ECM morphologies in the corresponding
bone and cartiage layers.

67

FDM Poly-lactic acid
polymer
and collagen

An osteochondral construct conjugated with
collagen was created to enhance MSC growth
and differentiation.

68

Neural Inkjet
Bioprinting

Fibrin hydrogel NT2 neural cells were printed between layers
of 3D fibrin hydrogel to create a neural mat.
The cells adhered well, proliferated, and began
to extend neuritis after
12 days of culture.

73

SL Hyaluronic acid
hydrogel

Biomimetic nerve conduits were fabricated
and found to support neuronal growth
and axonal extension in vitro.

75

Vascular Bioplotting Hyaluronan-
gelatin
hydrogel

Cellular constructs were fabricated that formed
a vascular construct with excellent cellular
viability. Aortic root sinus cells and aortic
valve leaflet cells were printed in the same
construct, in biomimetic form.

84

Complex
tissue
and organ

Bioplotting Alginate
spheroids

Stem cells were printed in an organ mimetic
fashion. Cell viability was high, and spheroids
fused in time to a continuous geometry.

91

Inkjet
Bioprinting

Calcium chloride/
sodium alginate
hydrogel

3 cell types were printed concurrently into a single
scaffold. All cell types maintained viability
and proliferative capacity, as well as phenotypic
expression and physiological function. In vivo,
vascularization was observed.

90

3D, three dimensional; ECM, extracellular matrix; FDM, fused-deposition modeling; MSC, mesenchymal stem cell; PCL, poly
caprolactone; SL, stereolithography; SLS, selective laser sintering; TCP, tricalcium phosphate.
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3D design. SLS touts high resolution, and a wide range of
potential materials, but is slow and machines are costly.41–43

Industrial applications go so far as to use high-energy
electron beams to melt beads of metal into a fully func-
tioning prototype in a modified SLS process known as
electron beam melting. SLS has been growing in popularity
among tissue engineers looking to design rigid tissues, such
as bone, but the biocompatibility of commercial materials
needs improvement and it is difficult to remove nonsintered
material from a completed construct.

Similar to FDM, SLS is limited to using stiff materials, but
with one important difference. While a biomaterial should be
processed into a filament to be used with FDM, a material
only needs to be powdered/processed to a controlled size for
implementation in SLS machines. In this way, SLS touts
additional versatility and higher resolution when compared
with FDM, and, as such, has seen use in the clinic.44,45 Unlike
FDM, SLS is slower, and machines are both larger and orders
of magnitude more expensive. As such, SLS is suitable for
hard tissues of a single material type, such as bone scaffolds,
or supporting structures for tissues within the body.44,45

Stereolithography

In terms of resolution, light is currently the most precise
printing/material curing mechanism. Stereolithography (SL)
is a 3D printing technique which uses light to cross link
polymeric materials and create geometrically patterned
layers that together form a 3D construct.46–48 Most SL
systems use a laser and a directed mirror array to project
patterned light onto the surface of a resin-containing vat.
The resin is cured, a fresh layer of resin is added, and the
process is repeated. These systems project a cross-section of
the 3D structure and create an entire layer of the substrate at
once, increasing the speed of manufacture over traditional
point-by-point SL systems, but the chemical process is the
same in both cases. SL is attractive, because it produces
constructs that have high resolution, and the uncured resin is
easily removed from the final product. However, the process
is relatively slow, and commercial systems use proprietary,
nonbiomimetic resins. Despite this, SL has been a hot topic
in the consumer and research world, and biomaterials sci-
entists are working on developing resins that are suitable for
use in tissue engineering applications.

SL is versatile in material choice, but is limited to pho-
tocrosslinkable liquids. Its high resolution enables precise
reconstructions of tissue morphology, and surrounding un-
cured resin automatically supports dramatic overhanging
architecture or thin walled features that it would be im-
possible to create reliably with other printing modalities.
Similar to SLS, SL can be slow, but the liquid base material
enables the incorporation of various nanomaterials, growth
factors, or other materials without any additional processing.
These advantages lend SL to being ideal for various bio-
mimetic and bioactive nanomaterial scaffold fabrication.

Integrating 3D Printing and Nanomaterials
for Complex Tissue and Organ Regeneration

Three-dimensional printing bone

When engineering hard tissues such as bone, a high de-
gree of porosity combined with high mechanical strength is

extremely desirable but sometimes difficult to attain with
traditional techniques.49–51 Similar to traditional bone tissue
engineering, one of the most common cell lines used in 3D
printing bone is bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells, with
less emphasis on other stem cell types.21 Among the current
available rapid prototyping modalities, FDM utilizes hard
thermoplastic polymers with a relatively high mechanical
strength that presents an opportunity for the use of this
technology for bone tissue regeneration. Schantz et al. fab-
ricated a biodegradable polymer-ceramic scaffold via FDM.52

Human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) within fibrin glue
were put into the scaffolds and cultured in vitro for 8 weeks.
It was reported that MSCs were able to attach, migrate, and
osteogenic differentiate within the biomimetic bone scaffold.

Human bone ECM is a nanocomposite that consists of a
protein-based soft hydrogel matrix, of collagen, osteopontin,
and water, and inorganic components, primarily nHA (Ca10

(PO4)6(OH)2),53 which constitutes 70% of the bone matrix.54

The incorporation of biomimetic calcium phosphate nanoma-
terials such as nHA55 TCP56 and calcium polyphosphate57 is at
the forefront of 3D printing research.58,59 Due to its excellent
cytocompatibility, osteoconductive and bioactive characteris-
tics, nHA has been targeted as a promising bone nanomaterial
to be included in 3D printing systems, and even used as the
main constituent. Our lab has developed a table-top SL setup,
including a UV laser, to cross-link a biocompatible poly(eth-
ylene glycol) diacrylate (PEG-DA) hydrogel with nHA parti-
cles. A custom-designed nHA 3D hydrogel scaffold with
varying pore sizes (15 mm in diameter and 400mm in thick-
ness) has been fabricated via the 3D bioprinter. Apart from
nHA, TCP is utilized in 3D printing as well. It can be processed
into a fine powder60 and applied for use in a novel 3D sintering
method that rather utilizes microwaves, as heat was utilized for
scaffold fabrication.60,61 Sintered TCP scaffolds exhibited an
increase in compressive strength and more optimal micropo-
rosity: macroporosity ratio, which, in turn, increased the for-
mation of new bone in vivo when compared with constructs
fabricated through a conventional energy source.60

Recently, a company called Oxford Performance Materials
used SLS and a proprietary poly(ether- keytone-ketone)
(deemed OPEKK-IG) biomimetic polymer to create a bone
substitute designed for use in craniofacial defects. They indi-
cated that OPEKK-IG is osteoconductive, mechanically
strong, and exhibits a highly textured surface while ‘‘main-
taining capacity for cell proliferation without exhausting
metabolic demands on the cells.62’’ The FDA approved
OPEKK-IG for clinical use in March 2013, making it one of
the first 3D printed polymer implants approved for human use.

Three-dimensional printing cartilage
and osteochondral tissue

Degenerative and acute cartilage and osteochondral defects
caused by a variety of maladies, including osteoarthritis,
trauma, and sports injuries, present a common and serious
clinical problem. More than 6 million people visit hospitals in
the United States every year for various knee, wrist, and ankle
issues63; however, articular cartilage and osteochondral repairs
continue to be largely intractable due to the poor regenerative
capacity and complex stratified structure.63 Even tiny defects
can be permanent, and a largely avascular environment pro-
vides obstacles to efficient healing. Traditional fabrication
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techniques lack the ability to accurately mimic natural carti-
lage structures due to the limited porosity of available materials
and the difficulty of recreating appropriate 3D architecture.
Three-dimensional printing provides a promising technique for
successful patient-specific cartilage and osteochondral tissue
formation. However, 3D printing nanocomposite materials for
cartilage and osteochondral tissue regeneration is a relatively
unexplored field with limited available studies. Recently, Xu
et al. combined aligned electrospun fiber scaffolds with inkjet
bioprinting to create hybrid nanocomposite scaffolds. The re-
sults showed that the hybrid printed electrospun scaffolds can
enhance cartilage formation, and have improved mechanical
properties when compared with controls.64 This study shows a
promising approach for cartilage regeneration. Moreover, great
potential also lies with the use of nanomaterials combined with
3D printing techniques to improve the properties of the final
construct.64 Bacterial nanocellulose is one such nanomaterial.
This natural polymer has been used with a 3D printing
system to produce patient-specific auricular facsimiles that
closely match natural geometries.65 Furthermore, this ma-
terial promotes adhesion of endothelial and NIH/3T3 cell
lines66 and shows promise for an excellent biomaterial for
3D fabrication of chondrogenic scaffolds. Several other
nanomaterials could be implemented to improve the effi-
cacy of 3D fabricated constructs such as multi-walled car-
bon nanotubes and poly-L-Lysine,18 self-assembling DNA-
based rosette nanotubes,29 or bioactive factor encapsulated
nanospheres16 that have shown to be efficacious in cartilage
and osteochondral regeneration.

Osteochondral tissue, at the bone-cartilage interface, is
complex and includes various chemical gradients, morpho-
logical gradients, and disparate mechanical properties. These
characteristics present challenges to 3D printing, but explo-
ration into the area is still highly warranted. Fedorovich et al.

explored osteochondral tissue replication using bioplotting.67

Two types of osteogenic progenitor cells and chondrocytes
were printed concurrently into an intricate alginate hydrogel
scaffold with high cell viability. Both 1 cm thick layers ad-
hered well to each other. The in vitro and in vivo results
showed that distinctive ECM regions were formed in differ-
ent parts of the construct, which made it promising for the
repair of osteochondral defects. Due to the lack of mechanical
strength of alginate hydrogel, another study used alginate in
conjunction with a stronger, 3D printed poly caprolactone
(PCL) supporting structure to create a more biomimetic os-
teochondral scaffold.67 Briefly, a PCL scaffold was extruded
to take the role of the bone-forming scaffold, and osteoblast
and chondrocyte laden hydrogel was deposited in layers to
complete the scaffold. Good cellular proliferation was ob-
served after 7 days. In addition, Cui et al. successfully inkjet
bioprinted a poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate solution
containing chondrocytes into a defect formed in an os-
teochondral plug.38 They observed greater proteoglycan de-
position in the interface of implant and native tissue.
Recently, our lab created novel 3D printed osteochondral
scaffolds for facilitating human bone marrow MSC functions.
This work takes advantage of a poly-lactic acid filament with
highly designed biphasic geometry (as shown in Fig. 2) to
promote specific stem cell differentiation and improve me-
chanical strength and interfacial integration.68

Three-dimensional printing neural tissue

Another emerging and exciting 3D printing application is
for neural tissue regeneration.69 It has been known that uni-
formity of spacing, in addition to proximity, of cells directly
influences cell-to-cell communication, and morphological
characteristics of neural tissue.70 Inkjet bioprinting enables

FIG. 2. Three-dimensional print-
ing osteochondral scaffolds with
designed internal structures for os-
teochondral defect treatment. The
image is from Holmes et al.68

Color images available online at
www.liebertpub.com/teb
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precise placement of cells, which could allow for more effi-
cient cross-talk to develop, an essential requirement for
neural tissue regeneration.71 A variety of cells, proteins, and
growth factors have been deposited using inkjet bioprinting in
geometries that simulate what is observed in natural neural
tissue.69,72,73 For instance, Xu et al.73 fabricated controlled
patterns and structures of primary embryonic hippocampal
and cortical neurons using inkjet bioprinting technology.
Cellular properties and functional fidelity of neurons after
being ejected through the nozzles of a thermal inkjet printer,
including neuronal phenotypes and electrophysiology, were
found to be retained after printing. In addition, Ferris and
Cameron developed a gellan gum hydrogel and surfactant
into a novel bioink that can mitigate some of the inherent
limitations of modifying consumer printers for laboratory
research. The bio-ink was shown to print reliably while
containing several different cell types from two different
commercially available drop-on-demand printing systems.74

The fluid properties of the bioink appeared to not only print
well, but also inhibited cell aggregation in solution.

In addition to inkjet bioprinting, other 3D printing modali-
ties are applicable for neural tissue engineering. One of the
most promising methods is directed mirror device (DMD) SL.
SL uses lasers or other light sources that have the ability to
photocrosslink proteins or hydrogels and induce bond forma-
tion between specific side chains when proteins are suspended
in a bulk, optically transparent hydrogel, After the complex
structures are formed, other bioactive molecules can be cou-
pled to the structures For example, Suri et al. also used DMD
system and Schwann cells to create a neural scaffold of gly-
cidyl methacrylated hyaluronic acid (Fig. 3A–D),75 a modified
natural polymer commonly found in ECM of neural tissue.76,77

This fabrication technique allows for excellent resolution and
for the creation of complex geometries that supported cell
growth for 24 h and showcased the ability to incorporate gra-
dients of nanoparticles within the construct to further augment
differentiation. The ability to combine photocrosslinkable and
nonphotocrosslinkable polymers enables DMD fabricated
scaffolds to modulate porosity, as well as mechanical and
chemical properties in this manner. Curley et al. used this
approach to model an in vitro experiment of embryonic dorsal
root ganglion neurite expansion.78 They used polyethylene
glycol (PEG) and Puramatrix to create a constrained growth
environment for the neurites in the form of a conduit. PEG
provided mechanical structure, and Puramatrix lent itself to a
suitable cellular environment for neurite outgrowth. The
scaffold exhibited improved mechanical properties when
compared with Puramatrix scaffolds alone, while capitalizing
on an inherently favorable cellular environment. In a recent
study performed in our lab, we 3D printed aligned nerve
constructs with graphene nanoplatelets via a table-top SL (Fig.
3E–H). Our results have shown that the construct with gra-
phene nanoplatelets has very good cytocompatibility proper-
ties. More importantly, the graphene nanoplatelets can greatly
improve the conductivity of the scaffold, which makes the
scaffold promising for neural regeneration.

Three-dimensional printing vascular tissue

One of the biggest current challenges when 3D printing
tissues and organs is the need to create a highly efficient,
perfusable 3D vascular network that can facilitate efficient

nutrient transportation and waste removal. It is essential for
cell survival in large tissue systems and successful integration
of the native tissue and implant.79 Current available strategies
for the fabrication of complex vascular networks are limited. In
an effort to address these challenges, researchers have begun to
explore 3D printed highly ordered microvascular networks to
guide endothelial cells to form vessels in a predesigned pattern
that shows great promise for tissue regeneration.80,81 For in-
stance, Miller et al. first developed a blend of carbohydrates
(glucose, sucrose, and dextran) to be a glass when cooled, and
optically transparent such that it could be used in conjunction
with photocrosslinkable materials. The carbohydrate glass was
then extruded through a heated syringe into an interconnected
microfluidic vascular network (Fig. 4A), allowed to cool, and a
scaffold was cast around it in a mixture of 10T1/2 cells and
photocrosslinkable ECM prepolymer. When immersed in
water, the carbohydrate quickly dissolved, leaving a hollow
network in its place. The cells adjacent to the perfused vascular
network were observed to maintain phenotypic and proteomic
expression at a high density, and human umbilical vein en-
dothelial cells that perfused through the channels were ob-
served to attach and form a biphasic, tissue-like structure (Fig.
4B).80 Lu and Chen also created a 3D printed interconnected
network of tubes similar to natural vasculature.46

In addition to structural considerations, appropriate mate-
rials should be chosen for vascular constructs.82 In response to
a dearth of biomimetic materials available for vascular tissue
engineering applications, a new composite biomaterial, hya-
luronic acid methacrylate: gelatin methacrylate (HA-MA:GE-
MA) was developed for use with an open-source hobbyist
printer (Fab@Home). They were able to create tubular, cel-
lularlized hydrogel constructs83 that resembled vascular
channels. The biocompatibility of the novel hydrogel was
characterized, and it was demonstrated that a cylindrical
structure was printable through this printing system. This
proof-of-concept print demonstrated the feasibility of eco-
nomically printing simple, cellularized vascular constructs that
could be a precursor to 3D printed organs. More immediately,
this also shows the potential for fabrication of tissue engi-
neering scaffolds that provide vascularized pathways to effi-
ciently integrate with different native tissue types in vivo.83

Another substantial and exciting application is the pos-
sibility of 3D printing functional vascular tissue. In this
vein, Duan et al.84 constructed a bioprinted aortic valve
model using a 3D bioplotter loaded with alginate and gelatin
hydrogel doped with two unique cell types. Aortic root sinus
smooth muscle cells and aortic valve leaflet interstitial cells
were extruded into a scaffold that mimicked the form of a
porcine aortic valve and root. Cell-laden constructs were
cultured for 7 days and evaluated for mechanical properties
and cell viability via a live/dead assay. More than 80% of
cells survived the printing process, and the Young’s Mod-
ulus of the scaffolds decreased steadily from tissue forma-
tion and scaffold degradation, indicating that the compliance
of the cellularized scaffold increased, resulting in a more
biomimetic aortic valve model.

Three-dimensional printing organs

Although still a relatively untested treatment, 3D printing
has already shown great promise in organ regeneration, and
researchers have high hopes for its future in widespread clinical
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applications. For example, Dr. Atala and his research team at
Wake Forest are at the forefront of 3D printing tissues and
organs, especially when it comes to printing cellularized
constructs. Based on their successful implantation of conven-
tionally tissue engineered bladders85–88 into seven children
and teenagers with terminal myelomeningocle, they designed
a bladder that could be printed using modified inkjet bio-
printing technology.89 In order to provide a suitable me-
chanically strong scaffold with nanofeatures suitable for stem
cell performance, an inkjet bioprinter was used in conjunction
with an electrospinning needle to simultaneously print scaf-
fold and multiple cell populations into the three distinctive
layers of the bladder. The cells were cultured after printing,
were histologically examined, and were found to have

FIG. 4. (A) A 3D printed carbohydrate-glass lattice and
(B) image of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (red)
residing in the vascular network of a fibrin gel with uni-
formly distributed 10T1/2 cells (green). Scale bar = 1 mm.
The images are from Miller et al.80 Color images available
online at www.liebertpub.com/teb

FIG. 3. (A–D) Fluorescence mi-
croscopy images of 3D printed nerve
guidance scaffolds. (A) is a hyaluronic
acid scaffold conjugated with laminin,
and (B) shows the Schwann cells
(green) that attached and grew well on
the scaffold after 24 h of culture. Top
views of (C) a 3D branched scaffold
and (D) a multilumen nerve guidance
scaffold. The images are from Suri
et al.75 (E–H) are a 3D printed aligned
PEG-DA neural construct sheet with
highly conductive graphene nanopla-
telets: (E) is a representative comput-
er-aided design (CAD) model of an
aligned neural construct sheet; (F)
photo images of a 3D printed neural
construct without (left) and with gra-
phene nanoplatelets (right); (G, H)
scanning electron microscopy images
of the 3D printed scaffold with
grapheme nanoplatelets at low and
high magnifications. Color images
available online at www.liebertpub
.com/teb
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maintained their relative positions. This study shows promise
of providing an avenue to bioprint functional bladders with
all proper cell types.89 Via inkjet bioprinting, scaffolds have
been fabricated that can incorporate multiple tissue types si-
multaneously, as in an organ. Three separate types of stem
cells were simultaneously printed into a construct and thor-
oughly evaluated for proliferation and differentiation. Scaf-
folds showcased not only excellent cell viability but also
promising proliferation capacity. After in vivo analysis,
scaffolds were adequately vascularized, and each cell type
showed histological evidence of differentiation.90 This evi-
dence shows not only the promise of inkjet bioprinting but
also the feasibility of organ bioprinting as a whole.

Williams et al. have been studying the feasibility of using
a different approach to print adipose-derived stromal vas-
cular fraction stem cells91 in an organ-like fashion. The
pluripotency of these cells allows the differentiation into
smooth muscle cells, cardiac cells, and are plentiful in the
human body, making them attractive for organ regeneration
research. The researchers used a bioplotter, which forms
spheres of alginate when plotted in calcium chloride so-
lution. The spheres or ‘‘spheroids’’ were then monitored
for differentiation and were shown to have good cell via-
bility.91 This spheroid fabrication technique shows poten-
tial for future use in organ differentiation, and a similar
technology is utilized in several bioprinting apparatus for
organ regeneration.92 After being packed together closely
in a 3D cell culture environment, the cell-laden alginate
spheroids will fuse with the neighboring spheroids into the
designed geometry, forming a composite structure of mi-
crotissue resembling vascular networks,91,93 cartilage,94

renal cell constructs,95 and several others.96

Many organ printing systems work as described earlier,
but researchers are looking to improve the resolution of cell-
based printing modalities so that individual cells or small
groups of cells can be even more precisely placed within a
construct. Xu et al. has created a printing system deemed
‘‘cell encapsulating droplet patterning.’’ This system pre-
cisely utilizes compressed nitrogen to deposit nanoliter-
volume droplets. With this system, the group has been able
to fabricate scaffolds with bladder cells,97 and develop a 3D
ovarian cancer model with multiple cell types.98 In the
bladder project, constructs were created that reached 5 mm
by 5 mm and 20 mm in height, and after 51 days of culture
appeared to form a well-integrated tissue network.97

One of the most advanced commercial bioprinters capable
of organ printing was developed and operated by the com-
pany Organovo. It uses a hybrid bioplotting printer to de-
posit spherical drops of cell infused bioink that subsequently
fuse together over time, organize, and self assemble into
biologically similar constructs. The company’s success de-
rives from their fully functional blood vessel constructs
which consist of fibroblasts and endothelial cells that mi-
grate to the proper space in the lumen when printed with
their method.99 They also claim to be developing a fully
functioning artificial liver model that could potentially
revolutionize pharmaceutical testing.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Three-dimensional printing complex tissue, or even organs,
is a multifaceted and rapidly expanding field in science, en-
gineering, and medicine. It has shown an advantage in being

able to create constructs that are well defined on the micro or
sub-micro scale and, thus, better suited to improve stem cell
function and encourage tissue formation. Startling advance-
ments have been made with regard to fabricating complex
biomimetic cellular constructs with controlled micro-
geometries and advanced nano composition. The need to have
mixed cell populations, biomimetic material properties, and
chemical gradients propels researchers to continue to focus on
furthering applications of 3D printing functional tissue/organ
constructs, but more exploration of nanomaterials-based
bioinks is needed. Incorporating nanomaterials can further
improve on the geometric specificity of 3D printing and mit-
igate the disadvantages of some of the materials that are in use.
In order to truly harness the potential of 3D printing, more
research is necessary to develop novel nanomaterials that are
suitable for all cell and tissue types to promote tissue regrowth
and regeneration. Both cellular and acellullar printing have
distinct advantages and disadvantages that need to be resolved
before the best clinically viable option can be achieved.
Concurrently with 3D printing research, advances by inde-
pendent technically savvy groups have been driving down the
cost and complexity of additive manufacturing modalities
through collaborations such as the Fab@Home project and
open source platforms developed through tight-knit commu-
nities such as RepRap.

Although it is in the early stage, the successful implantation
of a functional 3D bioprinted organ into a live human being
will someday mark the beginning of an exciting era in 3D
printing, and it hints at clinical potential yet to be unlocked
with further research in various advanced 3D printing mo-
dalities. They have great potential for integrating multiple
disparate tissue types into an advanced biomimetic construct
(such as organs, limbs, facial reconstruction, etc.) that is suit-
able for human use. From the current available technologies,
bioplotting seems to be closer to creating a fully functioning,
multicellular organ that can integrate into and thrive within a
human body in the future. However, we believe that if more 3D
printable nanomaterials with improved performance are cre-
ated and advanced 3D printing modalities (such as nanoscale
printing) can be explored, a more ideal biomimetic complex
for tissues or organs can be created for human implantation in
the near future. In summary, the ability for tissue engineers to
design geometric features, tune material properties through
nanomaterial integration, and incorporate drug delivery plat-
forms through multimaterial selection indicates that an excit-
ing revolution in tissue engineering is surely on us.
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